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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Greetings Free People, 

You are in for a special treat this month. All of the articles this              
month are dripping with value to become more independent.  

The Trends article this issue is epic! Nicholas West exposes how           
the State is using cutting-edge technology to collect data on          
citizens (often biometric data) leading to arrests and prosecutions.         
Your freedom is at stake. 

Vin can finally tell his entrepreneurial journey with a         
brick-and-mortar agorist business. Knowing the law better than        
petty code enforcers is the key. Yet, often, that is not even            
enough. 

Next, Brian Berletic shows you how to set up your first automated            
Arduino. This article is the foundation for creating your own          
smart-home without a centralized system monitoring all of your         
activity. 

Finally, I summarize the key points of the ten most impactful           
business books in my library. Although I highly recommend         
reading all of the books in full, this article provides the biggest            
gold nuggets that I harvested from them. 
Also don’t forget to check out the Bitcoin and Silver reports.  

Stay free and prosper!  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Is High Tech Slowly Transforming Governance? 

 

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

The emergence of intelligent in-home consumer products, as well         
as an array of surveillance devices deployed upon the public by           
law enforcement, has created a two-way data stream that is a           
challenge for anyone who loves technology yet still wishes to          
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maintain privacy for all individuals. However, beyond our personal         
relationship with technology (opting in or out for specific products          
or services), the larger architecture is beginning to fundamentally         
call into question the legal protections many of us believe to be            
enshrined by nearly all democracies, and certainly those        
protections afforded under the U.S. Constitution. 

Even the close observer of daily news might not be fully aware of             
how the disparate headlines and announcements begin to        
accelerate into what would be labeled a trend…and then         
eventually form into an accepted reality. The last month alone has           
been a whirlwind of “crazy police state news” that threatens to           
become numbing if not given some context.  

I have attempted to curate a selection of key data points in order             
to highlight some of the current and emerging technologies, as          
well as developments in law enforcement applications and the         
wider Western legal system that demonstrate various challenges        
to governance we are starting to encounter. In so doing, my hope            
is that we remain fiercely engaged with how we choose to           
embrace the amazing advancements technology offers, while not        
abandoning our more traditional ethical, moral and legal        
foundations. 

Where Technology Meets Politics 

Interestingly, technological trends seem to be at a point today          
where they are merging with political trends, which could further          
amplify the speed of the path we are on. A new analysis based on              
a 2016 Harvard study, for example, suggests that today’s youth          
(18-29) are rejecting socialism and progressivism even more than         
capitalism, but they are generally rejecting all major forms of          
modern social and economic governance. While that might        
appear to be a great thing from where we stand as voluntaryists            
and even as anarchists, the youth who were polled seem to be            
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seeking an undefined replacement. They do cite an affinity for an           
“employee-owned economy” but don’t appear to have a direction         
about governance options.  

It’s worth noting that many people who favor technology as a           
driving force to promote liberty are looking to the blockchain as an            
opportunity to offer the most transparent, accountable, financially        
sound and direct way to participate in governance moving         
forward. However, there is another possibility for what the leaders          
of tomorrow might wind up embracing, which is why it is           
paramount to have this conversation while we are approaching a          
potential crossroad. 

Today’s youth have been raised with technology so ingrained that          
it doesn’t seem to be a stretch to say that it has created a              
dependence on its functionality, as well as an acceptance of its           
invasive nature that earlier generations have found to be         
incredibly alarming.  

This has led experts both from the globalist and individualist          
standpoints to declare that the world is trending toward embracing          
technological governance – a.k.a. Technocracy. For deeper       
analysis on both points of view I would suggest two books:           
Technocracy in America: Rise of the Info-State by Parag Khana          
(globalist perspective) and Patrick Wood’s seminal work       
Technocracy Rising: The Trojan Horse of Global Transformation.        
The big takeaway, apart from the trove of details and examples           
each book offers, is that both authors see Technocracy as all but            
inevitable. 

With this as the backdrop, let’s take a look at the issues that need              
to be wrestled with if privacy and individual rights are to maintain            
any sort of prominence in how we govern ourselves in a future            
driven by high technology.  
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Comprehensive “smart city” surveillance system linked to law enforcement proposed 
this month in Erie, Pennsylvania 

Pervasive Public Surveillance 

Law enforcement and government take most of the criticism for          
the rollout of surveillance technology, especially ramped-up after        
9/11. However, major corporations, small private businesses, and        
we as individuals with our digital devices all contribute to altering           
our culture’s respect for individual liberty. As our mentality shifts          
toward being able to see more about other people’s private lives,           
motivations, and economic choices it can become easier to         
accept new applications of law that were previously unthinkable.         
Nevertheless, amid all of the real-time CCTV cameras, increasing         
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drone and satellite surveillance, digital license plate readers,        
social media data harvesting and selling, as well as the fact that            
being in a public space is likely to put you on the smartphone of              
multiple people within your orbit whether you give consent or not,           
it is the emerging use of biometrics that could challenge legal           
interpretation the greatest. Here are just a few stories among          
many that caught my attention this month. 

Cops Use Fingerprints Pulled From WhatsApp Photo To        
Secure Convictions – Police in the UK used a “groundbreaking”          
new technique to extract the biometric data from an image          
transmitted over the WhatsApp encrypted communication network       
that showed Ecstasy pills in the hand of a suspected drug dealer.            
Not only did they use a partial print, but a court upheld this             
evidence as admissible.  

Even further, the identification of this individual led to the arrest of            
10 others and all connections were upheld, resulting in 11 total           
convictions. What makes this doubly worrisome is that earlier this          
year a federal court in the United States overruled a magistrate           
judge in permitting law enforcement to install a surveillance         
device and spy on a WhatsApp user under investigation. Such a           
ruling, combined with the news from the UK bears attention to see            
how flexible courts will be with the gathering of digital evidence           
moving forward. 

Police Use of Facial Recognition Technology on Trial in         
Florida Court – Firstly, it’s worth noting that this once again           
involves a non-violent drug investigation. 

The court battle, regarded by researchers as the first of its           
kind in the country to consider how the surveillance tool can           
be used in a criminal case, is being waged over a statewide            
biometric database of faces run out of the Pinellas County          
Sheriff’s Office — one that extends to anyone with a Florida           
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driver’s license despite their criminal histories, or lack        
thereof. (Source: Police One) 

Counter Markets writer, Derrick Broze, also highlighted the fact         
that the police department itself does not have a firm policy on the             
use of biometric data. 

Lt. Chris Brown of the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office told Police          
One that the department does not have a policy for how to            
deal with data gathered by facial recognition software. The         
lack of a concrete policy regarding the use of the emerging           
field of biometrics is emblematic of a larger problem – how is            
the world going to grapple with the coming expansion of          
facial recognition technology and what does it mean for         
privacy? 

Facial recognition used to catch fugitive among 60,000        
concert-goers in China – Of course it’s China, so it might be            
easily dismissed as par for the course. However, similar efforts          
have been made in both the UK and the US, but the accuracy of              
the findings were not nearly as impressive. What makes this most           
important is that the technology itself has no borders; it’s only the            
application of it that remains debatable. Coincidentally, it was also          
reported this month that Chinese facial recognition company,        
SenseTime, became the world's most valuable AI start-up.        
SenseTime is partially funded by Qualcomm which has been at          
the heart of concerns by the U.S. that Chinese components would           
lead the international move toward 5G. Regardless, the        
“partnership would allow Qualcomm to use SenseTime's       
algorithms in smartphones or devices using its chips.” This         
certainly raises the potential for more biometrics capturing by any          
entity using this technology, including of course police using body          
cameras. We should also keep in mind that all of this is occurring             
as Facebook’s facial recognition tool is facing a class action          
lawsuit over the alleged mishandling of biometric data. 
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Cops Kill Unarmed Dad in Parking Lot, Crash Funeral to Use           
His Dead Finger to Unlock Phone – Yet again, all for suspected            
drug use; a non-violent allegation resulting in a supremely violent          
conclusion. But it’s that last part that pertains to our discussion of            
future legal alterations. The morbid Florida officers have admitted         
to going to the funeral home of this dead man and using his finger              
to access his cell phone. Incredibly, we need to consider the           
ramifications if this is upheld: 

Charles Rose, a professor at Stetson University College of         
Law, tells the Tampa Bay Times that dead people can’t          
assert their Fourth Amendment protections because you       
can’t own property when you’re dead. But those rights could          
apply to whoever inherits the property. 

And even as all of this and more is being ironed out in courts, it               
was announced that the Houston, Texas police are among         
several departments that have been testing a portable DNA         
scanner called Rapid DNA that can give results in as little as 90             
minutes on the spot. 
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Bringing Surveillance Home With Us 

A new type of court case is slowly but steadily emerging within the             
American legal system: alleged crimes being detected from data         
supplied by smart devices. 

Several cases over the last few years have focused on data           
transmitted within the modern smart home, while a couple of          
others add an extra dimension of police completely reconstructing         
a crime scene based upon data collected from the home as well            
as the various Internet-connected devices that we wear. 

The very nature of the 1st, 4th and 5th Amendments to the            
Constitution appears to be at stake. In December of last year an            
Arkansas murder case made headlines not so much for the death           
itself, but how a suspect was brought into custody. James Bates           
hosted a party at his Bentonville home on the night of November            
21st, 2015. At some point during the event a man drowned in a             
hot tub on the property. Bates claimed to have found the victim            
the next morning when he awoke, stating that it was a tragic            
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accident. But Arkansas police obtained smart water meter        
readings that showed an anomaly between 1 a.m. and 3 a.m.           
Based solely on this data – and obtained without a warrant –            
Bates was arrested and charged with 1st degree murder. 

Somewhat ironically, James Bates subsequently requested      
recordings from his Amazon Echo to defend himself against these          
charges, which resulted in Amazon waiving their standard privacy         
conditions. 

A second case highlighted a new police narrative that a crime had            
been prevented by a home’s smart system. A domestic dispute          
resulted in Eduardo Barros allegedly wielding a firearm against         
his girlfriend and threatening to kill her. During the argument          
Barros exclaimed, “Did you call the sherrifs?” This activated a          
voice-controlled sound system in his home and dialed 911. After          
an hours-long standoff, the suspect was taken into custody and          
charged. Law enforcement was quick to hail the smart technology          
as having “saved a life.” Although, it was the presiding judge who            
shook privacy advocates by accepting the evidence regardless of         
how it was obtained, saying that there was indeed probable cause           
for the arrest without a warrant. 

But it is the bizarre case of Richard Dabate, as recounted in the             
Chicago Tribune that offers up new complexities in the argument          
about how far police should be able to go in obtaining information            
and using it to investigate crimes. 

Two days before Christmas, 2015, Connecticut police received a         
distress call from a man who claimed that an intruder killed his            
wife and tortured him. He was found in the home’s basement tied            
to a chair and bleeding. Richard told an apparently detailed story           
of the events that led up to the break-in, which included           
recounting how his smartphone alerted him to the intrusion while          
driving to work. He stated that he sent an e-mail to his company             
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and gave the time of his arrival home at around 8:45 a.m. He says              
he entered the home and confronted the intruder. Meanwhile, his          
wife returned from a morning exercise class. Richard claims that          
he told his wife to run, but she was pursued and shot by the              
intruder, upon which the man dragged Richard to the basement,          
tied him to a chair and tortured him. The details of how he             
managed to dial 911 after fending off the attacker were even more            
dramatic: “Richard said he crawled upstairs with the chair still          
attached, activated the panic alarm, called 911 and collapsed.         
The firefighter found him soon after.” 

During the investigation, police realized that Richard’s wife        
Connie was wearing a Fitbit wearable device that tracks how          
many steps a person takes. The numbers didn’t match according          
to Richard’s account of what had happened. Nor did the records           
from Richard’s smart key, which show that his alarm was          
activated at 8:50 a.m., then turned off at 8:59 p.m – from his             
basement. His email, which he claimed was sent from the road,           
showed that he sent it from his home IP address.  

The Tribune noted one additional case where even a man’s          
pacemaker snitched him out to police. He claimed that he woke           
up to his house on fire, but after police summoned records of his             
cardiac rhythm, he was found to have been awake at the time the             
blaze began. He was arrested and charged for arson and          
insurance fraud. 

These cases seem to highlight instances where justice very well          
could have been served upon the guilty. Is this a sign that the             
American justice system is being diligent with the cases it          
pursues? Or is the precedent being set to drastically widen the           
scope in the future, opening the door for false arrests based upon            
faulty digital readings and/or hacks? 
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Ninety-nine percent of crime will now have a digital         
component … We have these little sensors all over. We’re          
wearing them and they’re in our homes. — Jonathan         
Rajewski, a digital forensics instructor at Champlain College        
in Vermont. (Source) 

It will definitely be something in five or 10 years, in every            
case, we will look to see if this information is available —            
Virginia State Police Special Agent Robert Brown III of the          
High Technology Division. (Source) 

 

Predictive Analytics (Pre-Crime) 

Big Data and artificial intelligence is merging with many of the           
surveillance devices outlined above. The trove of data is         
increasingly being sifted by predictive analytics software that        
claims to be able to predict crime – or a least crime “hotspots”             
before a crime ever takes place. It is something that I have been             
writing about for years as the various pieces have been revealed. 
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Most notoriously, Chicago has been the center of controversy for          
deploying its “Heat List” that the Chicago PD asserts is “policing in            
the 21st Century.” In late 2013 the public was alerted about this            
index of approximately 400 people who had been identified by a           
computer algorithm as being future threats to commit violent         
crime. Without having actually committed a crime, some of those          
on the list were being visited by Chicago police warning them that            
they were already being watched.  

At issue is the fact that no one knows how the algorithm works,             
nor has there been sufficient oversight to judge its effectiveness          
or lawfulness. Moreover, that initial list of 400 has allegedly grown           
to 5,000. Three journalists subsequently sued the Chicago PD for          
information that can explain exactly how people are winding up on           
this secretive list now called the “Strategic Subject List.”         
However, as Shadow Proof reported, the Chicago PD was less          
than forthcoming; and, in fact, was defiant about not giving          
details: 

The CPD denied Smith’s request for information on 5,000         
individuals and called it “unduly burdensome.” It indicated it         
would issue an additional response rejecting other parts of         
the request but Smith never received a further response. 

Most recently, a similar program in New Orleans was revealed          
after being kept secret not only from citizens, but even from the            
elected representatives charged with ensuring that their privacy        
and rights are protected. Disturbingly, this involved the directive of          
a single man – politico James Carville – working with          
CIA-connected Palantir corporation to install a program that        
Carville asserted was justified by his sole determination that “it          
was a case of morality. Young people were shooting each other,           
and the public wasn’t as involved as they should have been.” Not            
a single New Orleans politician knew about the program (they          
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claim) until investigative reporter Ali Winston published a report         
with The Verge. Luckily, in this case, after media exposure of the            
secret program, New Orleans has announced the end of the          
relationship with Palantir and legal repercussions for those        
involved might be forthcoming. However, Palantir has connections        
to many other police forces around the country.  

These seemingly isolated cases in conjunction with other data         
points have led people in the field to concede that this is, in fact,              
becoming a trend we should pay close attention to. Writing this           
month for Digital Trends, well-regarded tech writer John R. Quain          
posted a terrific overview of how this technology is being          
embraced internationally even as it arrives piecemeal to the U.S.          
and other Western nations: 

Crime-predicting A.I. isn’t science fiction. It’s about to roll         
out in India 

Such a possibility may seem like a plot line from an episode            
of Black Mirror, but it’s no longer the stuff of science fiction.            
Cortica, an Israeli company with deep roots in security and          
AI research, recently formed a partnership in India with Best          
Group to analyze the terabytes of data streaming from CCTV          
cameras in public areas. One of the goals is to improve           
safety in public places, such as city streets, bus stops, and           
train stations. 

It’s already common for law enforcement in cities like         
London and New York to employ facial recognition and         
license plate matching as part of their video camera         
surveillance. But Cortica’s AI promises to take it much         
further by looking for “behavioral anomalies” that signal        
someone is about to commit a violent crime. 

The software is based on the type of military and          
government security screening systems that try to identify        
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terrorists by monitoring people in real-time, looking for        
so-called micro-expressions — minuscule twitches or      
mannerisms that can belie a person’s nefarious intentions.        
Such telltale signs are so small they can elude an          
experienced detective but not the unblinking eye of AI… 

But it is hoped that Cortica’s software will do considerably          
more in the future. It could be used in future robotaxis to            
monitor passenger behavior and prevent sexual assaults, for        
example. Cortica’s software can also combine data not just         
from video cameras, but also from drones and satellites. And          
it can learn to judge behavioral differences, not just between          
law abiding citizens and erstwhile criminals, but also        
between a peaceful crowded market and a political        
demonstration that’s about to turn violent. 

Such predictive information would allow a city to deploy law          
enforcement to a potentially dangerous situation before lives        
are lost. However, in the wrong hands, it could also be           
abused. A despotic regime, for example, might use such         
information to suppress dissent and arrest people before        
they even had a chance to organize a protest. 

As I have mentioned before, experts in the field of predictive           
analytics are not in full agreement about the effectiveness or          
thoroughness of what is being touted by the tech companies          
supplying these products – especially for law enforcement. I         
would encourage readers again to please read the article,         
“Predictive Algorithms Are No Better At Telling The Future Than A           
Crystal Ball” in order to get a balanced view about the claims            
being made and the pitfalls for assuming this to be an inevitability            
for use in justice systems throughout the world.  
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Autonomous Systems: Who is Legally Responsible? 

As I covered in Counter Markets issue 11 back in January, there            
is a move afoot to give robots human rights, and it severely            
complicates our current relationship to the technology around us         
as more things become infused with artificial intelligence. CNET         
addressed the topic this month. Their cheeky subtitle to the article           
“Are Robots people? Europe isn’t sure…” states: “If a Terminator          
pours coffee in your lap, who's to blame? The Terminator or           
Skynet? Who the hell knows at this point.” Exactly – and amusing            
if it we weren’t already seeing situations arise where, in fact, no            
one knows what the hell do to about the issue of responsibility            
when an automated system creates a liability. 

The first death of a human on a public roadway made news in             
March as an autonomous Uber vehicle mowed down a pedestrian          
at a crosswalk. The question of “who” is responsible is quite           
literally the problem: robots can’t be addressed as “who” – only           
“what.” For example, if a toaster bursts into flames and injures the            
operator, no one sues the toaster. But giving personhood to          
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robots alters this simple reality quite drastically. It is a question           
that has prompted 156 artificial intelligence experts to issue an          
open letter urging Europe to tread very carefully when making          
their decision: 

According to the letter, there's a number of reasons why          
assigning (what the report calls) "electronic personality" to        
robots is a bad idea. 

To begin with, we could remove liability from the companies          
creating robots. Secondly, we'd have to grant robots "the         
right to remuneration or the right to citizenship" according to          
the letter, something that could potentially be in contradiction         
with the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European         
Union and the Convention for the Protection of Human         
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

Wild stuff. 

The open letter claims that the original European        
Commission report was "distorted by Science-Fiction" and       
"an overvaluation of the actual capabilities of even the most          
advanced robots. 

In short, we're hardly at Blade Runner levels. The Terminator          
isn't going to be spilling coffee in your lap any time soon.  

The recommendation of the 156 AI experts putting their         
name to this open letter is pretty clear: Protect human beings           
at all costs. 

"The European Union must prompt the development of the         
AI and Robotics industry insofar as to limit health and safety           
risks to human beings," the letter said. "The protection of          
robots' users and third parties must be at the heart of all EU             
legal provisions." 
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It's great to see that even if mainstream technology publications          
are willing to make light of the situation, those who are intimately            
involved with bringing artificial intelligence into the world don’t         
view their impact to be such a laughing matter. 

Closing Thoughts 

Given the path we are on, I have to wonder if any sort of official               
conversion to a technocratic government ever needs to be         
announced, or if we are simply entering a de facto Technocracy           
driven by practicality, efficiency, and the unfortunate will of those          
who seek power to centrally control as much as possible. If           
managing the activities of entire populations becomes the prime         
directive, there certainly are more tools than ever before to make           
that a reality. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Adventures In An Agorist Brick And Mortar Business  

 

By Vin Armani 

I moved to New Hampshire last month. I had traveled to The Live             
Free or Die State several times over the last year to speak at             
various events produced by The Free State Project. Seeing a          
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real, vibrant, and viable experiment in liberty taking place was all           
it took to sell me on the idea that New Hampshire was the place I               
should call home for the foreseeable future.  

If you have spent much time around libertarians, you know part of            
that culture, especially when encountering others in the        
movement whom you’ve not met, is to help the other person           
“know where you are coming from” by identifying which particular          
“branch” of libertarianism with which you most closely identify.         
These branches include the type of “small government        
libertarians” who make up the bulk of the Libertarian Party. There           
is also a growing number of Anarcho-capitalists, individuals who         
support the complete abolishment of the State in favor of free           
markets and sound economics. When pressed on this issue, I          
identify myself as an Agorist. 

I’ve written about Agorism in previous articles in Counter Markets.          
In fact, The name Counter Markets and our logo draw from           
Agorist tropes. The term Agorism was coined in the late 1970s by            
the political and economic philosopher Samuel Edward Konkin III         
(SEK3). In the books New Libertarian Manifesto and An Agorist          
Primer he laid out a path for creating a more peaceful and            
prosperous world by melding libertarian thought with an action         
plan that he called “Counter-economics.” He wasn’t trying to say          
that the actions of Agorists run contrary (counter) to economics.          
He meant the term (and explicitly explains this) in the same vein            
as the term “counter-culture.”  

Agorists are “entrepreneurial activists,” changing the world       
through peaceful participating in markets outside of the purview of          
governments and the established financial order. The Agorist        
sees his goal as expanding black and grey markets (the colors of            
the Agorist flag). Black markets deal in those goods and services           
which the State has deemed to be contraband. Konkin is sure to            
exclude markets for violence, which he calls Red Markets, from          
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the Agorist sphere. Agorists believe in individual self-ownership        
and live by the Non-Aggression Principle (NAP). That means we          
believe that the foundation of any peaceful and prosperous         
society must start with one simple rule: “don’t hurt people and           
don’t take their stuff.” 

My own counter-economic activism has always been focused        
around grey markets. These are economic spheres which lie in          
the fuzzy space where regulation is either unlikely or impossible.          
A real world example is the Israeli motorcycle mechanic I used for            
many years when I lived in Los Angeles. He lived in an apartment             
building on Fairfax Blvd, in the heart of Mid City. For decades, he             
ran a lucrative motorcycle service shop right out of the small           
detached parking space behind the security gate which prevented         
entrance to the rear of his building. He paid a little extra rent to his               
landlord for the privilege and kept the space clean and the noise            
to a minimum (so as to not disturb his neighbors).  

As far as I know, he never acquired a business license (although            
he did have business cards). He couldn’t have acquired a          
business license for that location even if he had tried to get one -              
his building was only zoned “Residential.” He only took cash for           
his work (which was always fast, reliable, and half the price of any             
other mechanic in town). When he didn’t have paying customers,          
he would purchase non-running bikes locally, fix them up, and put           
them in his driveway facing Fairfax (one of the city’s busiest           
thoroughfares) with “for sale” signs on them. No harm, no foul.           
Every party in the situation was happy and there was no need for             
state involvement or regulation. For Konkin, these       
already-existing “hustlers,” could they be shown that their actions         
were ideologically consistent with liberty, stood as the true         
(non-violent) weapons in the fight for liberty. 

I know many readers of Counter Markets have an affinity toward           
my Israeli motorcycle mechanic. If you are a backyard farmer who           
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sells his produce, or a cryptocurrency enthusiast, you know the          
freedom (and fun) that comes with operating in the grey market.           
This month, you are going to get a telling of my attempt to expand              
the grey market by bringing art, music, and culture to an           
otherwise depressed area of Las Vegas and the fight with certain           
elements of the State that ensued. The multi-year fight culminated          
with a courtroom showdown at the end of February. As with most            
things in life, it’s hard for me to assess whether or not I came out               
the victor. I can certainly say that I didn’t take a devastating loss             
and, all things considered, put up a very effective fight. I           
absolutely walked away with additional wisdom and a tale to tell.           
As with any good story, it can’t be told correctly in just one sitting.              
So, this month, I will relate part 1 of the yarn. Next month will be               
the conclusion. 

Part 1 

In the spring of 2016, I had just finished filming the sixth season of              
Gigolos, the reality show on Showtime in which I have a starring            
role. Flush with “TV money” and, quite honestly, bored out of my            
skull, I began to cast around for fun and potentially profitable           
projects to get involved with.  

For one project, I produced a stand-up comedy special for a           
talented and hilarious comedian friend of mine, Shayma Tash. As          
an additional project, Christian Rais and I began producing a          
monthly art and music nightlife event called Qultya (pronounced         
like “cul-cha”) at The Velveteen Rabbit, an award-winning lounge         
and music venue in The Las Vegas Arts District.  

The Arts District, the area of Main Street between The Strip and            
Downtown Las Vegas, had been set aside a few weeks earlier by            
the city as a focus for redevelopment. In 2016 it was just            
beginning to gentrify. In addition to “The Rabbit,” a craft brewery           
had moved in. So had a hip coffee shop, barbers, vintage clothing            
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stores and some small art galleries. All of this was alongside the            
auto repair shops, antique stores, cheap furniture peddlers, and         
homeless population that had been in the area for decades. The           
funkiness reminded me of the eclectic and exciting Echo Park          
neighborhood of Los Angeles that I called home in the early           
2000s.  

When I would drive from my house to Velveteen Rabbit over the            
months that we did Qultya, I would pass a good-sized corner           
building with a large back lot, covered in graffiti, that was           
seemingly never open. I figured that if the business wasn’t          
currently in operation, and if I could acquire possession of the           
space, it would make a great base of operations for whatever           
project might come along later. 

As it turns out, the building I had been eyeing, at 1500 S. Main              
Street, had been empty for months. The previous tenants had          
been shut down by Las Vegas Code Enforcement for not securing           
proper business licenses. I was able to find contact information for           
the owner of the building through a property record search, and           
we negotiated a lease.  

The inside of the place was a wreck. The last tenants had            
covered every square inch of both the inside and outside of the            
building with absolutely amateurish graffitti. The light fixtures and         
bathrooms were from the 1950s (when the building was first built)           
and there was a homeless encampment that had made the back           
lot its home. I was looking for a project to cure some of my              
boredom (and lighten my pockets in pursuit of some meaning).          
Here was just such a project.  

I decided that I would open an art gallery and a place where my              
cool Vegas friends and I could gather, from time to time, play            
some music, have a few drinks, and generally enjoy each other’s           
company in an environment surrounded by beauty in the heart of           
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the city. My friends at Industry Supporting Industry (ISI) helped          
me commission the city’s best muralists, including members of         
the notorious group Indecline (made famous for their naked         
Trump statue that toured the country before the 2016 election), to           
cover the outside of the building with beautiful pieces that soon           
drew curious tourists and street-art aficionados. A long-time friend         
helped me completely remodel the inside, turning it from wretched          
mess to sublime space, complete with a faux granite floor and           
smooth, stark white ceilings and floors. But, before the paint was           
even dry, the battle lines were already being drawn for my coming            
adventure in Agorism. 

In mid-fall, just a few months after I had taken possession of the             
space (which we christened “The Bassment”), while my friend and          
I were busy finishing the interior of the space, we had two fateful             
visits – a few days apart from one another.  

One afternoon, the front door of the space opened and in strolled            
two guys in their early 20s. A whiff of marijuana announced their            
arrival almost as quickly as did the light streaming in from the            
street. The taller of the two, clearly the leader, looked up at me on              
my scaffold. “What is this place?” he asked. “Are you open?” 

“We aren’t open,” I responded, “and we haven’t exactly decided          
what we are going to do with the space. Most likely it’ll be my              
office and an art gallery.” 

He took another step inside. “Well, the outside looks dope. We           
are promoters and we are always looking for new places to do our             
events. We have done a couple in this area. Would it be possible             
to throw parties here?” 

“What did you have in mind?” I asked, getting down from the            
scaffold that had been my perch while I sanded drywall. I have            
been promoting events since my late teens and I’m always open           
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for a business proposition from a hustler. And these kids were           
clearly hustlers. 

“Well, we do music events. Electronic. Dance music, but not like           
the stuff on the strip. There is this artist that we really like. He              
goes by the name Gravez and this is exactly the type of place that              
would be a perfect venue for a show with someone like him.” 

Now he had my attention. “Are you kidding? I just did a show last              
month down at Velveteen Rabbit with one of the guys in the same             
crew as Gravez. I LOVE that style. Give me your info and we can              
talk more when we have the space ready to entertain guests. I’m            
not sure that it is even possible from a legal standpoint, to do             
events here, but I will certainly see what I can do.” 

That was the first visit. The “kids” turned out to be the founders of              
an up-and-coming promotions company called JamNation. We       
ended up doing quite a few events with them (and a handful of             
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other promotions crews) at The Bassment, including a truly         
special evening in 2016 with Gravez as the headliner. 

The second visitor to the space that week appeared at almost the            
same time of day that the JamNation guys had arrived. I was busy             
sanding drywall again. That afternoon, the door opened and in          
walked an individual whose appearance and demeanor screamed        
“square” from a mile away. And, yet, he opened with the same            
words as the previous visitors. 

“What is this place? Are you open?” As he came out of the             
doorway and into the light of the gallery, I took stock of him: 5ft              
something, medium build, early 30s, blond crew cut, polo shirt          
tucked into his jeans, cop-style Oakleys. Square. 

I answered, “To be honest, we haven’t quite yet decided all that            
we are going to do with the space. It’ll definitely be my office, but              
likely an art gallery as well.” 

He reached his hand down toward his belt, fingering the badge           
attached to it and pushing the bottom toward me with his thumb,            
making sure I took note. “Well, I’m Officer Black, with The City Of             
Las Vegas Code Enforcement. Are you going to do a hookah           
lounge here? Retail?” 

“Honestly, we haven’t decided yet. We are just getting the building           
itself cleaned up right now.” 

He approached me and held out a business card. “Well, whatever           
you decide, before you open these doors to the public, you need            
to go down to the business licensing department and let us know            
what you’re up to, get all the necessary permits.” 

I took his card. I was none too happy about some cowboy            
bureaucrat thinking he could just barge into my space and push           
his weight around. “Like I said, we haven’t decided what we are            
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going to do here. But when we do, we’ll let you know. Now, if              
you’ll excuse me, I have some work to get back to.” 

This wasn’t the last time Officer Ryan Black would find his way,            
uninvited, into The Bassment.  

Looking back, it’s clear to me that fate was already setting the            
stage for the story that was about to unfold. In the case of Ryan              
Black, no good story is complete without a good antagonist. And,           
as far as villains go, the fact that the villain of this story is actually               
named Mr. Black is pretty awesome. At the time, I thought nothing            
of these two visits – the only two such walk-ins that happened            
during the whole of our renovation – and what significance they           
might have. 

 

By October, The Bassment was ready to actually be put to use. I             
reached out to the guys from ISI again and they helped me find             
some great artists whose work I could display for sale inside the            
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gallery. At the same time, I began the process of incorporating a            
business at the address (Rack City, Ltd.) and applying for an art            
gallery business license. I knew I was already on Officer Black’s           
radar, and I saw no reason to give him an excuse to level any              
additional scrutiny at me. I applied for a business license as an art             
gallery, which I was granted. Wanting to make sure I had crossed            
all my “T’s” and dotted my “I’s,” I did a search of the Las Vegas               
Municipal Code (at Municode.com, a really useful tool) for the          
term “art gallery.” That search turned up an additional requirement          
for art galleries that planned to serve complimentary wine at          
gallery openings. No gallery opening is complete without free         
wine. Very few cities seek to regulate this practice, but it           
appeared Las Vegas did. When I emailed the Business License          
Department requesting the appropriate forms to apply for this         
additional license, however, I was informed that, even though the          
law was on the books, they had never actually issued a single Art             
Gallery Beer & Wine Permit (although I later learned they had           
cited several galleries for serving wine without one). Eventually I          
applied – fifty pages of paperwork including a detailed         
background check – and was issued the first permit of this kind in             
the history of the City. 

The municipal code which governs the permit itself is quite odd           
and not the least bit vague. A permit holder is allowed to serve             
beer, wine, and something called “coolers,” only 15 times per          
year. On each of those occasions, the service can only take place            
for 4 hours. Alcohol must be removed from the premises before           
the start of regular hours on the next business day. In addition,            
the gallery could not charge for admission in any way.  

The business licensing department, added stipulations to my        
license that were not part of the municipal code. These included           
that no live entertainment would be allowed during the time          
alcohol was served. On its face a ridiculous restriction for an art            
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gallery opening. Additionally, the department stipulated that the        
days and times the permit would be used must be declared at the             
time the permit was issued (as though any gallerist would know           
the exact schedule of his gallery openings over the entire next           
YEAR). Dates could be changed with 15 days advance notice to           
the department. For ease, I included as my dates every first           
Friday for the next month. The Arts District held what was initially            
supposed to be an “art walk” called First Fridays, and it seemed            
reasonable that I would do openings on those days. 

Once I had my permits and art was hung, I dove back into the              
municipal code, seeing if there might be a way that I could host             
the events JamNation had asked about. In fact, I found a section            
of the municipal code that said that a business could store (and            
presumably serve) alcohol during “occasional company parties.”       
The ordinance stipulated that any attendees must be guests of          
the employees of the company and that any alcohol must be           
removed prior to the business reopening to the public during their           
regular business hours. I also learned that The Arts District was           
the one place in Vegas where a moratorium on the the very strict             
noise ordinance had been enacted for all businesses. I had found           
my grey area and, like any good Agorist, I was going to fully             
inhabit that area. 

The plan went like this: I had decals made for the front doors of              
the gallery stating “Regular Business Hours By Appointment        
Only.” Not only were business hours important from the         
standpoint of storing alcohol on the premises, but the municipal          
code said that Code Enforcement (Ryan Black was front of my           
mind) could only enter a business “during regular business         
hours.”  

I agreed to let promoters do private events in my space. All of             
them had to sign an agreement that the event was not open to the              
public and that they were responsible for maintaining the guest          
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list. They also acknowledged that I was not charging any          
admission of any sort, and that they were my guests (meeting the            
requirements for the “occasional company party” statute). They        
would provide audio and visual equipment. I would provide         
security, cleanup, and hospitality staff, and the promoter would         
reimburse me a set fee for my costs. During events, notices were            
posted on the door stating: 

“By entering these premises for this occasion company        
party, you acknowledge and agree that you are a guest of           
the employees of Rack City Ltd. and, as such, may be           
removed from the premises, at any time, for any reason, by           
Rack City Ltd.” 

Velvet ropes were set up at the entrance, barring entry without an            
ID check from my professional security staff. Next to the door,           
during events, was a large stand-alone sign with the following          
words:  

“GALLERY CLOSED FOR PRIVATE EVENT. Regular      
business hours by appointment only.” 

The key with being a grey marketeer is to know the law better             
than those who are tasked with enforcing it. In this particular case,            
as the sole holder of my particular license, and operating under           
obscure loopholes, I knew the law better than those tasked with           
enforcing it … for better or worse. 

The Bassment began hosting events in December of 2016. By          
Summer of 2017, music and art events were taking place up to 3             
nights a week. The vibe was boisterous but peaceful. The crowd           
was the young and diverse native Las Vegas generation just          
starting make its mark in the city. I kept my little section of the              
neighborhood clean and safe. Our neighbors in the rear were 2           
churches. Both pastors, on separate occasions, went out of their          
way to thank me for bringing some light and positivity back to our             
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block. The media began to take notice as well, with pieces           
appearing in the local press praising the energy we were bringing           
to that part of town.  

 

On multiple occasions, Las Vegas Metro Police Officers “checked         
in” on events we were having. I was happy to walk them through             
and show them our permits. We never had any problems from the            
police. Officer Black even appeared on a few occasions, during          
the day (not during events), and I promptly showed him the door            
(literally and figuratively) indicating that he had no right to enter           
my business except during regular business hours. Then, one         
night in June, the first shots were fired in what would be a battle              
during which, in a wicked twist of fate, one key combatant would            
even die (not kidding). 
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On Friday, in the last week of June, three code enforcement           
officers walked into The Bassment during a birthday party for the           
friend who had helped me renovate the space. My security that           
night had never worked my particular location before so they          
didn’t fully understand that all of our events were private and,           
therefore, city employees were not automatically entitled to        
access. They were used to working at the bars in Downtown so,            
when they saw the city lanyards, they opened the ropes and           
moved out of the way for them to enter. I happened to be standing              
outside at the time and watched the scene unfold and          
immediately took off after the officers, ushering them out of the           
space against their protests. Once I eventually got them outside, I           
took their names and made them take pictures of the signs on the             
door and the sign stating that we were closed. I then informed            
them that now those photos were public record and that I would            
be requesting those photos from the records office. They left.          
Nothing more occurred until the next week. 

The next Friday was the First Friday of July. You will recall that I              
had listed every First Friday on my alcohol permit as a day that I              
would be having a gallery opening and serving alcohol. This          
particular date, July 1st, was on my permit. I had not changed it. I              
also was not having a public gallery opening. Instead, the gallery           
was closed for a private event. In a world where the State was             
reasonable, I should have been fine. But I wasn’t.  
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At around 11pm, with a few dozen attendees inside of The           
Bassment and me standing outside, four police cars, sirens         
blazing, came to a screeching halt in front of the building. Six            
Metro PD officers, including two detectives in tactical vests,         
emerge from the vehicles, followed by another 5 Code         
Enforcement Officers who were following behind in a city vehicle.          
Any outside observer would think they were witnessing a massive          
drug bust.  

I stood in the doorway and, as the detectives approached, I told            
them in a loud but calm voice that the gallery was closed for a              
private event and they did not have my consent to enter the            
premises. They grabbed me by my arms and pulled me around 50            
ft away to the doorway of the furniture store next door as the other              
officers streamed in. As I continued to protest to the officers, from            
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out of the crowd of agents of the State, Officer Ryan Black            
sauntered over. 

“We are closed and you don’t have my consent to be inside of my              
business,” I told him. 

“You have this date listed on your permit as being open. You are             
open!” He challenged. 

I replied, “That is not the case. That date is listed as a permitted              
date for me to serve complimentary alcohol during a gallery          
opening. But I am not having a gallery opening tonight. I have            
clearly posted signs saying that we are closed tonight.” 

“Your signs are a game!” He shouted. So he was aware of my             
signs, was he? Clearly he had been keeping tabs more than I            
gave him credit for and was just waiting to find a “loophole” of his              
own. “Who is inside? Who is throwing this party?” 

“This is a private company party. Those are my guests. If you            
want to discuss this further I would be happy to do that during             
regular business hours or you can make an appointment.” 

The detectives hadn’t left my side the whole time. “Either          
cooperate with this investigation or you are going to jail tonight for            
obstruction,” the larger one grunted. 

I replied as calmly as I could, ”I am not trying to be uncooperative,              
I am offering to give Officer Black all the information he wants,            
during normal business hours, when we are open.” 

“You’re open now!” Black snarled. 

“No, We’re not!” I shot back. I immediately felt the right hand of             
the larger detective grab one of my wrists and then the other while             
his left hand grabbed the handcuffs on his belt. 
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“OK, well, now you can be silent all you want, because you are             
under arrest for obstructing an investigation,” he said as the          
handcuffs clicked around my wrists. And so I went silent. Ryan           
Black walked away and the larger detective left with him while the            
smaller of the two (who had been silent up to this point), began             
emptying my pockets and placing my property on the ground in           
front of me. 

After a few minutes, a man who identified himself as “The Fire            
Marshal” approached me. It turns out, Officer Black had enlisted          
backup from not only Las Vegas Metro PD, but also from the Fire             
Department, Building and Safety, and even Parking Enforcement.        
All told, there were more than a dozen city employees traipsing           
around my property that night. 

“Your back gate has a padlock on it,” The Fire Marshal told me, “If              
something were to happen, no one could get out through that           
gate.” 

“No problem,” I said, “My security all have keys to that gate. The             
guy in back can open it. No worries.” 

“Too late,” he said, almost apologetically, “I’m shutting this down.”          
And he walked away. 

I turned to the detective standing next to me and said, “Listen, I             
don’t have a problem with you or with Metro. You guys have been             
good to my business and very respectful since we’ve been open. I            
have a problem with Ryan Black. He has had it out for me since              
even before we opened.” 

I suspect the dickishness of Officer Black wasn’t just confined to           
his behavior toward me because the detective turned to me and           
said, “Listen, we placed you under arrest so we are going to have             
to cite you for obstruction. But you don’t have to go to jail tonight. I               
know you have property in there that you don’t want anyone           
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walking off with. We want to get people quickly and peacefully out            
of your building. If you will help us get these people out, I will              
uncuff you and you can make sure your property is secure. Deal?” 

I accepted his offer, and once the building was cleared and the            
doors closed, I stood facing representatives of each of the          
departments who had “raided” my spot. The Metro officers issued          
me a citation for Obstructing An Investigation. Fire and Parking          
had nothing more to say. Building and Safety said they noticed a            
few issues and would let me know what, if anything, I needed to             
do to remedy them. Ryan Black spoke last. 

“We will decide what we are going to do about this,” he said. 

And that was it. They left. Besides the citation for standing up for             
my Fourth Amendment Rights, no citations issued, no indication         
that anything more than building code might have been violated. 

We did an event the next evening that went off without a hitch. I              
thought it might have been a muscle flex of a cowboy bureaucrat.            
And perhaps it was. But it wasn’t the last flex that would take             
place in this pose down.  

Next month, the battle escalates, the stakes rise to a level of            
absurdity, and the nature of the State as a ridiculous waste of            
time and a destroyer of prosperity, comes clearly into view. In the            
June issue, in honor of the 2-year anniversary of the start of this             
battle, we will have the conclusion to the story … in Part 2. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
How To Build Your First Arduino And Begin Automating Your 
Life 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

Have you ever wanted to automate something? Whether it was a           
desire to take a simple store-bought timer to the next level, or a             
custom project requiring capabilities that store-bought solutions       
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lacked, we probably have all thought of things that would be more            
interesting, useful, or more efficient if they were automated. 

In Issue 13 of Counter Markets I talked about indoor hydroponics.           
The system I built and featured in the article relied on manual            
switches I would flip in the morning when I woke up, and flipped             
off at night. 

But wouldn’t it be great if I could automate the entire project? A             
simple store-bought timer works well for lights. But other indoor          
growing features might benefit from analyzing the environment,        
say temperature or humidity, and controlling an output like a fan           
or even a data logger like this 3D-printed weather station.  

In Issue 8 of Counter Markets, I also talked about the Arduino            
microcontroller. It is an electronic board popular with electronics         
hobbyists, students, and designers, and even ordinary people        
attempting to tackle one-off custom solutions where electronics        
are required. 

Arduino boards work by taking programming code written on a          
computer, then uploading it to the board where it then controls           
input from sensors, buttons, and dials, and transforms it into an           
output (usually LEDs, motors, buzzers, displays, etc.). 

There are a wide variety of Arduino boards, from tiny boards used            
to minimize a project’s footprint, to large and powerful boards          
used to drive 3D printers, and even WiFi capable boards that can            
connect to the Internet and upload information. So many people          
are using them and sharing their code, you almost always have a            
starting point to leap off from without having to start from scratch. 

I’ve provided broad examples of applications in the Counter         
Markets article titled, “5 Arduino Examples to Deliver More         
Independence to Your Community.” Here I will provide a very          
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specific and simple example, step-by-step, so that readers have a          
full understanding of how to automate with an Arduino. 

With this basic example, readers can move on to more complex           
examples, using designs and code already available online; or, if          
it suits them, writing their own code. For those who feel           
intimidated by electronics and coding, it should be noted that          
Arduino’s popularity is owed mainly to the fact that it is a platform             
accessible to everyone, regardless of their technical background. 

I am personally an industrial designer who, before Arduino boards          
and 3D printing made prototyping accessible for everyone, used         
to only produce 3D presentations for clients. Because of these          
tools and a little effort on my part, I now can produce working             
prototypes for clients. If I can do it, so can you. 

A Simple Relay Example: What is a Relay?  

Whether you are making a house-wide smart grid, or just          
automating or controlling a desk lamp, simple relays hooked up to           
an Arduino are the basic building blocks to make this happen. 

A relay is a small electronic device. Common examples often          
have a magnetic switch contained inside a small plastic box.          
When energized, the magnet causes a reed to flip. 

Three screw terminals provide for a normally closed (NC),         
normally open (NO), and COM connection. This is where you          
hook up your project. Say you have a 12V DC LED light you want              
to control. The positive wire would be connected to COM and           
either NC or NO. 

Ordinarily, if you connect a wire to COM and NC, your project’s            
power supply will always be on until the magnetic reed flips,           
opening the circuit and cutting power.  
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If you connect COM and NO, your project’s power supply will           
normally be off until the magnetic reed flips and closes the circuit,            
providing power. 

To control the relay, there are 3 pins, ground (GND), positive           
(VCC), and data (DAT). This is where your Arduino interfaces with           
the relay. A great explanation of how these relays work can be            
found here, with many more photos and diagrams.  

Automating Something 

I’m going to show you how to turn a DC plug into a timer. This is                
part of a project I’m working on to expand the capabilities of            
opensource DIYbio lab equipment covered in last month’s        
Counter Market’s article titled, “The Why And How Of Building          
DIYbio Hardware.” 

While each piece of lab equipment could include its own          
microcontroller to provide a timing function, part of the purpose of           
the opensource lab equipment project is to keep costs to a           
minimum. 

To that end, I’m developing a single timer module that all the            
equipment will be plugged into. The final module will include          
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multiple channels and options to program each one to run for a            
specific amount of time, or in cycles. 

For this article, we want the example to be as simple as possible             
to show how automation works with an Arduino and a          
single-channel relay. 

In this example, I will provide a time cycle for the 3D-printed            
microcentrifuge featured in last month’s Counter Markets. When        
doing basic DNA extraction with a microcentrifuge, DNA samples         
in PCR tubes are usually spun for one minute (60,000          
milliseconds).  

Parts Required 

● 1 Arduino Uno Board 
● 1 Single Channel Relay (mine is YwRobot) 
● 1 12V DC wall adapter (mine is 2 amps) 
● 1 male DC connector (with screw terminals) 
● 1 female DC connector (with screw terminals) 
● An assortment of male/male female/male jumper wires 
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Wiring Diagram 

The wiring diagram is pretty self-explanatory; but assuming zero         
knowledge or experience with electronics among some readers,        
I’ve spelled out all the details just in case. 

The 12V DC wall adapter connects to the female DC connector           
(on the far left). Two negative (black) and 2 positive (red) wires            
lead from the connector. 

One positive wire leads to the relay’s normally open (NO)          
terminal. The other positive wire connects to the Arduino’s VIN          
pin. 

Another jumper wire connects the relay’s COM terminal to the          
positive terminal of the male DC connector. This connector plugs          
into the microcentrifuge. 

One negative jumper from the female connector directly connects         
to the negative terminal of the male connector. The other negative           
jumper goes to the GND (ground) on the Arduino. Most Arduinos           
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have multiple GND pins, so it can be plugged into any of them, it              
doesn’t really matter which. 

From the Arduino, a jumper goes from its 5V+ to the relay’s VCC             
pin. Another jumper goes from another of the Arduino’s GND pins           
to the relay’s GND pin. Finally, pin 7 on the Arduino is connected             
to the relay’s DAT pin (via the green wire). This is where the             
signal goes from the Arduino to the relay to tell it whether to turn              
on or off. 

What’s basically going on here is we’re feeding the         
microcentrifuge with 12 volts DC power, but we’ve slipped in a           
relay switch between the positive wire so we can automate          
turning the power on and off. In this case, we’re automating it so             
that it only runs for one minute before turning off. 

The Code 

An Arduino must have code uploaded to it in order for anything to             
happen. Arduino’s website has an excellent guide on how to          
download and use the Arduino software. This software is basically          
where you write the code and upload it to your board. 

When you write the code, make sure under “Tools” you pick the            
type of board you’re using. In this case, I’m using an Uno, so I              
picked Uno from among the many boards listed. You need a USB            
cable to connect to your computer to your board to upload the            
code. When your board is connected to your computer, make          
sure under “Tools” to go down to “Port” and pick the port your             
cable is connected to. Usually it is the only one visible, so just             
click on it. 
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The code I’m using for this example is very simple and short. The 
following is entered into the editing window: 

// Arduino Relay Control Code 

#define relay 7 

#define interval 60000 

void setup() { 

pinMode(relay, OUTPUT); 

digitalWrite(relay, HIGH); 

delay(interval); 

digitalWrite(relay, LOW); 

delay(interval); 
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} 

void loop() 

{ 

} 

I’ve defined pin 7 as the Arduino board pin the signal to the relay 
will be sent from. 

The interval has been defined as 60000 for 60,000 milliseconds or 
one minute. 

Once this code is successfully uploaded to the Arduino board, it 
will cycle through it once. This is because I put the code under 
“setup” and left “loop” blank. Had I put it under “loop,” the code 
would turn my relay on and off every one minute. 
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As it is, it will simply turn my relay on once for one minute, and 
then turn off. It will not repeat this again until I reset the Arduino 
(there is a small reset button on all Arduino boards, pressing it will 
restart the code) or turn off and on the power to the entire circuit 
which also resets the board.  

Going Further 

This is a super-basic example of how to automate something 
using an Arduino and a relay. For this particular project, I will be 
making a fully programmable timer building upon this very simple 
principle and using multiple relays to control multiple pieces of lab 
equipment rather than just one. 

The hydroponics system featured in an earlier issue of Counter 
Markets uses DC voltage for many of its systems. Incorporating 
timed relays or relays tripped by sensor input would be another 
relatively easy second step forward from this basic example. 

And while I’m using 12 DC voltage, these relays are rated up to 3 
amps and 250 volts AC. Of course, working with mains power is 
very dangerous for people who are inexperienced. However, 
relays allow you to automate appliances around the home. 

WARNING: Projects involving wiring for high-voltage 
applications require caution. Follow directions carefully and 
observe all general safety guidelines. Safe assembly and 
operation of such projects is the user’s responsibility. Do not 
make changes to the system while the device is plugged in. 

This tutorial here explains the basic steps of automating any 
ordinary outlet for controlling AC appliances. MAKE Magazine 
also provides many tutorials, including this one involving the 
control of multiple AC appliances at one time. 
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How far can you go with all of this? A local university here has its 
entire engineering building rigged with sensors, relays, and 
Arduinos to monitor temperature, room occupancy, lighting 
conditions, and control air conditioning systems, all while logging 
information that is displayed visually online for all who have 
access to it. And while the entire system is automated, it also 
allows for remote control of building systems. 

The use of relays and Arduino microcontrollers allows us to not 
only make our own technology better, it gives us a greater degree 
of control over technology we’ve bought from others. Everything 
from lamps to washing machines can be monitored, controlled, or 
automated precisely as we desire by applying opensource, basic 
electronics. 

If there is a project you are interested in doing, there’s a good 
chance someone out there has already done it, explained how to 
do it step-by-step, including all the code you will need, and posted 
all the information online. And, if not, there’s probably one or two 
projects that are close enough that you’ll be able to use most of 
their resources to get yours going until you are confident enough 
to build your own projects from start to finish on your own. 

Self-sufficiency means a mastery of the environment around us. 
That environment is increasingly populated by technology. Tools 
like the Arduino ecosystem of microcontrollers, sensors, relays, 
and all the code people have created for it allows us to master 
this technological environment and maximize self-sufficiency.  
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WEALTH 

10 Best Books For Your Wealth Library  

By Jeff Paul 
Books are a shortcut to wisdom. Experts compact a lifetime of           
research and experience into a concise file for us to consume in a few              
hours. These days it could hardly be easier since Audible allows us to             
listen to almost any book imaginable. Learning is becoming nearly as           
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simple as Neo jacking into the Matrix to learn Kung Fu in mere             
minutes. 

I read books like mining for gold. I'm looking for knowledge nuggets            
that will continue to enrich me throughout my life. The best books            
deliver the most nuggets. Yet the impact of a given book is often due              
to timing. 

When we discover the right book at the right time, it can be             
transformative. If we're not ready to receive the information, or if we're            
already beyond the material, it may have less significance. But some           
books are eternally valuable. I've compiled a list of books below that            
are rich in nuggets no matter when you read them. 

I chose these books specifically because they have had the biggest           
impact on my life. Their wisdom continually feeds my confidence as an            
entrepreneur and my understanding of wealth. I highly recommend         
reading or listening to them in full. But I give you the Matrix version              
below where I reveal the key nuggets that I harvested from them. 

The Richest Man in Babylon 

The Richest Man in Babylon is a life-changing book. I've mentioned it            
in a previous Counter Markets article. It is a parable about a poor             
tablet scribe who desired to be wealthy so he finds a mentor and             
follows a timeless path to riches. Because it is written so well, you feel              
like you're on the hero's journey with the characters in the book. 

Goodreads describes the book as, “Beloved by millions, this timeless          
classic holds the key to all you desire and everything you wish to             
accomplish. This is the book that reveals the secret to personal           
wealth.” 

Although some of the advice appears to be common sense, the power            
of the book is that the stories deeply embed the lessons into your             
being. Below are just some of the key rules outlined in the book.             
Studying them in this article is not enough. You must read the book to              
experience their impact. 
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The Richest Man in Babylon Rules for Wealth: 

1. Pay yourself first (Save at least 10% of your paycheck). 

2. Don't trust a bricklayer to buy jewels (Don't believe hype,           
find experts). 

3. Don't put all of your eggs in a single basket (Diversify your             
portfolio). 

4. Control thy expenses (Even the richest man has a time           
constraint on his life. Do what you enjoy, but don't overdo it). 

5. Increase your ability to earn (Improve your skills and          
knowledge). 

Rich Dad, Poor Dad 

This book inspired me to become an entrepreneur. I became a real            
estate investor/developer the moment I finished reading it. Many         
readers have had similar experiences with this book. Rich Dad, Poor           
Dad is powerful because it's another classic hero's journey of finding a            
mentor and taking a path to discover truth and treasure. 

Throughout the book, author Robert Kiyosaki compares the financial         
tactics of his poor but highly educated biological father with his friend's            
father who dropped out of school in eighth grade and became a            
multi-millionaire. 

Instead of lecturing you about personal finances, Kiyosaki thrusts you          
into the action of each scene throughout the book to give you the             
impression that you are living the lessons as they happen – good and             
bad. 

Lessons from the rich dad: 

1. It's not how much money you make. It's how much money you             
keep. "Money without financial intelligence is money soon gone,"         
states Kiyosaki. 
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2. The poor and the middle class work for money. The rich have             
money work for them. "If you work for money, you give the power to              
your employer," Kiyosaki writes. "If money works for you, you keep the            
power and control it." 

3. It's not the smart who get ahead, but the bold. "In the real world               
outside of academics, something more than just grades is required,"          
Kiyosaki writes. "I have heard it called many things: guts, chutzpah,           
balls, audacity, bravado, cunning, daring, tenacity, and brilliance. This         
factor, whatever it is labeled, ultimately decides one's future much          
more than school grades do." 

4. The single most powerful asset we all have is our mind. If it is               
trained well, it can create enormous wealth. "Financial intelligence         
is simply having more options," he writes. "If the opportunities aren't           
coming your way, what else can you do to improve your financial            
position? If an opportunity lands in your lap and you have no money             
and the bank won't talk to you, what else can you do to get the               
opportunity to work in your favor? ... It is not so much what happens,              
but how many different financial solutions you can think of to turn a             
lemon into millions." 

5. The rich focus on their asset columns while everyone else           
focuses on their income statements. "The long-term rich build their          
asset column first," Kiyosaki writes. "Then the income generated from          
the asset column buys their luxuries. The poor and middle class buy            
luxuries with their own sweat, blood, and children's inheritance." 

6. People who avoid failure also avoid success. "Yet if you look at             
the way humans are designed to learn, we learn by making mistakes,"            
he writes. "We learn to walk by falling down. If we never fell down, we               
would never walk. The same is true for learning to ride a bike...The             
same is true for getting rich...Failure is part of the process of success." 

MONEY Master the Game 

Tony Robbins' book MONEY Master the Game: 7 Simple Steps to           
Financial Freedom is a book about tactics that you can take to            
improve and secure your personal finances. Tony walks readers of          
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every income level through the steps to become financially free by           
creating a lifetime income plan. 

This book is massive and can be long-winded at times, but it's still             
super valuable.  Here are some of the key takeaways: 

● Compounded return is awesome. Start NOW! 
● It's difficult to keep large sums of money 
● Tax and fees efficiency is critical to growth 
● Study the best investors and learn from them 
● Don't try to beat the masters in their own game 
● Know from the start you'll be wrong and prepare 
● Define your savings and investment system before you receive         

the money to avoid temptation 
● Choose asset allocation that will allow you to sleep well at night 
● “It’s almost certain that whatever you’re going to put your money           

in, there will come a day when you will lose fifty percent to             
seventy percent.” 

● Have a dream bucket for fun now or helping others 
● Be fearful when others are greedy, and be greedy when others           

are fearful 
● Rebalance your portfolio every 6/12 months 
● Top investors are obsessed with not losing money 
● Provide value and think from your customer's point of view 

Becoming Your Own Banker 

One of Tony Robbins' most highly recommended tactics used by the           
wealthy is described in great detail in Becoming Your Own Banker. It            
is another book that I've mentioned in previous articles. Author R.           
Nelson Nash shows you how to use a whole life insurance policy to             
create long-term wealth in a tax-free environment that can be passed           
on to your children tax free, too. 

These specific life insurance agreements act similarly to a Roth IRA,           
except you don't lose money in down markets and they do not have a              
limit to how much money you may contribute every year. With IRAs,            
you can only deposit $5500 per year ($6500 if you're 50 years old or              
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older). Insurance policies be any size. Like IRAs, these life insurance           
policies invest in stable markets and you earn a dividend when           
markets are up and you're able to borrow funds from your account for             
any reason. 

That is why it's called Becoming Your Own Banker. When you need a             
new car, borrow the money from your tax-free savings and pay           
yourself back like a bank. The compounding effect this creates for           
your wealth can hardly be overstated. 

Learn more about this concept in the Counter Markets issues below: 

● February Issue: How To Create Your Own Banking System         
Outside of Wall Street 

● April Issue: Using Your Own Banking System to Acquire Assets 

Think And Grow Rich 

Having the right mindset is crucial to growing and keeping your           
wealth. Think And Grow Rich written by Napoleon Hill in 1937 was the             
first book to explore the mindset of wealthy and successful people. Hill            
uses timeless principles to illustrate the power of the mind and           
visualization to channel your desires of attaining financial greatness.         
He studied the most successful businessmen of his era to flesh out            
their habits and mindsets. 

"The starting point of all achievements is desire. Keep this constantly           
in mind. Weak desire brings weak results, just as a small fire makes a              
small amount of heat." 

The key nuggets from the book: 

● Find something you love to do. Until you find something that           
you really love to do, you are probably not going to be successful             
because just making money doesn't make you successful. 

● Develop a plan of action. Form a plan and get started. 
● Involve other people. Hill states that in addition to finding          

something we are passionate about, we need to align ourselves          
with other people to accomplish our goals. 
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● Give back. The more success you have, the more you are in a             
position to help someone else achieve their own goals. 

Mindset 

Mindset: New Psychology of Success Stanford University psychologist        
Carol Dweck discovered a common mindset among high achievers         
and those who plateau. In short, she found successful people tend to            
learn from their mistakes to get better while less accomplished people           
tend to blame others for their failures. 

“People with a fixed mindset — those who believe that abilities are            
fixed — are less likely to flourish than those with a growth mindset —              
those who believe that abilities can be developed. Mindset reveals          
how great parents, teachers, managers, and athletes can put this idea           
to use to foster outstanding accomplishment.” 

You can put most of the books on this list into the “mindset” category,              
as opposed to the “tactics” category. Of those books, this one most            
directly discusses the right mindset and why it's important. 

Key concepts: 

"Believing that your qualities are carved in stone - the fixed mindset -             
creates and urgency to prove yourself over and over. If you have only             
a certain amount of intelligence, a certain personality, and a certain           
moral character - well, then you'd better prove that you have a healthy             
dose of them. It simply wouldn't do to look or feel deficient in these              
most basic characteristics." 

"The growth mindset is based on the belief that your basic qualities            
are things you can cultivate through your efforts. Although many          
people may differ in every which way - in their initial talents and             
aptitudes, interests or temperaments - everyone can change and grow          
through application and experience." 

Economics In One Lesson 
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Economics in One Lesson: The Shortest & Surest Way to Understand           
Basic Economics by Henry Hazlitt is a must-read for anyone seeking           
to navigate the business landscape. 

Hazlitt takes Frédéric Bastiat’s Parable of the Shopkeeper as an          
example to explain one of the most common mistakes economists          
make when calculating economic activity. 

“A shopkeeper’s son carelessly breaks a pane of glass in the shop            
window angering him. Now suppose it costs $250 to repair the           
window. A glazier comes and repairs the window, gets paid $250 and            
secretly blesses the child for improving his business. Now let’s look at            
how the “bad” economist and the “good” economist see this event           
differently. 

The short-sighted or “bad economist” will hold that, however it          
happened, the breaking of the window turns out to be a positive event             
for the economy. The event brought work to the glazier and provided            
$250 to them which the glaziers will, in turn, spend on other items             
benefiting further businesses and so on and so on. Thus, the child,            
rather than being a hoodlum is actually a public benefactor. To this            
line of reasoning, Hazlitt says that the problem with it is that it looks              
only at the surface of the issue and sees immediate increased           
economic activity. However, it ignores the "unseen" consequences. 

Alternatively, the “good” economist, Hazlitt argues, takes a wider and          
longer term perspective and says to the “bad” economist “your          
analysis is limited to that which can be presently seen and takes no             
account of the longer term impact.” What is not seen is the            
shopkeeper who spent $250 on the new glass no longer has that $250             
to spend on something else.... 

Thus, the “good” economist would conclude that breaking the window          
helps ONE GROUP of people but it does so AT THE EXPENSE of             
another group and does not increase the overall wealth of ALL           
GROUPS.” 

Any businessman knows this to be true. Unfortunately, most         
economists are academics, not businessmen. You'll find many other         
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valuable concepts in this book that will help you understand the rules            
of the market. 

Principles: Life and Work 

Principles: Life and Work by billionaire investor Ray Dalio contains          
many nuggets for achieving a successful life, not just riches. Dalio           
believes strongly in a few key concepts: valuing an “idea meritocracy,”           
being "radically open minded" and having "radical transparency" in the          
workplace and beyond. Throughout the book, Dalio illustrates these         
concepts using stories and real-life examples from his business. 

Although Dalio believes in a strict idea meritocracy, he also stresses           
working with people that you genuinely like being around. Find people           
that will challenge your thinking without getting emotional over         
disagreements of ideas. 

Also, in order to be a successful entrepreneur or investor, Dalio says            
you have to bet against the consensus and be correct. This requires a             
radically open mind and a wide understanding of potential outcomes          
from various scenarios (data). 

Finally, Dalio emphasizes radical transparency to get to the truth and           
avoid emotional conflict with co-workers, family or friends. The closer          
we can get to the truth, the more success you'll experience. 

Expert Secrets 

I find myself wanting to highlight key points on every page of this             
book. Expert Secrets: The Underground Playbook for Finding Your         
Message, Building a Tribe, and Changing the World by Russell          
Brunson combines mindset with tactics to show you how to become a            
valuable expert at whatever you're passionate about. 

Brunson shows you to determine how to stand out in your field of             
passion, identify your epiphany story, and how to share your          
knowledge and experience with others. 

Key points: 
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● There are only three markets for experts: health, wealth and          
relationships. 

● Us vs. Them: To help grow your community, have some fun           
throwing stones at perceived “enemies”. For instance, in health,         
to promote a Paleo diet, you may make fun of the USDA's failed             
food pyramid. This works because people are tribal and want to           
support other people in their tribe. Having a common enemy is a            
powerful way to strengthen and grow your tribe. 

● Don't hold back in giving free content to people even if your            
business is selling information. 

● Promote the vision of where you want to take people. Example:           
“With this course you'll go from zero knowledge of coding to           
being a junior-level developer that makes $60,000 per year.” (Vin          
Armani, CodeFromGo.com) 

● New opportunity offers are better than improvement offers.        
Offering slight improvements (bench press 50 lbs more in 5          
weeks) is not as attractive to customers as offering a new           
opportunity (go from flab to fab in 5 weeks). 

● Tell a story to sell your ideas or products. I wrote about this             
strategy in October's issue of Counter Markets. 

The One Thing 

The One Thing: The Surprisingly Simple Truth Behind Extraordinary         
Results by Gary Keller and Jay Papasan is a must-read book. While            
building a real estate brokerage empire, Keller and Papasan         
discovered a concept at the core of individual and company success –            
determine and do the most important “one” thing to achieve any goal. 

The primary message of the book is that doing the one most powerful             
thing will make everything else easier or unnecessary. By doing so, it            
will create a domino effect to start a chain reaction with huge results.             
The book uses many stories and examples to illustrate this lesson.           
Additionally, the book identifies strategies for setting goals and         
time-blocking the one thing that must be done to achieve that goal. In             
that way it blends the right mindset with useful tactics to achieve your             
goals. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

April turned out to be quite the turnaround month for          
cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin started the month in the $6500 range,         
and currently sits around $9950, putting in a 50% gain in a            
month’s time. Similar moves happened across the board with         
several other major cryptocurrencies.  

From a technical standpoint, this bounce off the $6500 level          
shows that we’ve put in a base, moved higher, tested the base,            
and moved higher again. This is the common W bottom which is            
typically much more official in the eyes of technicians as opposed           
to the V bottom where prices simply bounce higher and never           
retest the low point. With the stronger holding W bottom in place,            
all signs are pointing to higher prices here going forward.  
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Several experts have declared this the start of the “second boom”           
in the industry, as the space transitions from one that was           
dominated by individuals to one that is made up of institutional           
investors. Similar to Internet stocks in ‘94-’95, individual investors         
were in place well before institutions got involved, simply because          
there wasn’t enough volume or liquidity for large amounts of          
money to participate. We’re seeing the same thing take place now           
with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. 

Smart money tends to move into a market when prices have           
collapsed. In March the general public fell out of love with Bitcoin,            
called it too volatile, said the fad was over, and many           
governments even declared it evil and dangerous. And meanwhile         
we see none other than George Soros with his $26 billion hedge            
fund being given the green light by his board to start buying            
Bitcoin and other crypto assets. Whatever you may think of his           
political views, Soros knows how to grow his capital. 

In addition, TD Ameritrade, one of America’s largest online         
brokers (with 11 million customers and $1.2 trillion in assets), just           
filed a patent that can facilitate real-time transactions made with          
digital currencies. They also mass emailed their users about an          
online webinar where they’d teach people about cryptocurrencies        
and how to buy them. Given this is a traditional brokerage with no             
cryptocurrency trading ability, it certainly shows their intentions to         
bring this asset class to their customers.  

We also got word mid-April that Goldman Sachs does want their           
own Bitcoin trading desk. A couple of high-profile VPs have left           
their position at the company (along with their 7-figure salaries) in           
order to build this trading desk spefifically for Goldman Sachs to           
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use. For two VPs at Goldman Sachs to give up their massive            
salaries and job security to enter the cryptocurrency space, shows          
there is tremendous potential here.  

Anyone who thinks they’ve missed the boat, this pullback is your           
chance to get on board. Again, short-term price predictions are          
anyone's guess, but the long-term picture here is incredibly         
bullish.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. You may want to grab some            
Bitcoin Cash too which is up over 100% in the last few weeks. 

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

We almost got the breakout we’ve been waiting for in April. Silver            
moved from $16.25 up to $17.25 in mid-April, which is a pretty            
significant move for this precious metal. As prices were nearing          
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the $17.50 level, they reversed and fell back into the          
well-established trading range we’ve been stuck in lately.  

Fear and uncertainty in the equities markets seem to be driving           
the price of gold and silver for now. We saw the interest rate on              
the 10-year T-bill hit 3% in April, for the first time in more than 4               
years. This 3% line is a trigger point that economists and traders            
watch, and when interest rates reach above it, conditions are          
usually sub-par for equities. The cost of capital for companies          
increases, refinancing debts becomes more difficult, dividend       
payments go down, and so on… In general, it’s much harder for a             
company to operate when interest rates are this high.  

So as equities prices sold off sharply, investors ran to gold and            
silver as they always do. This move shot prices sharply higher,           
but the 3% breach was only temporary. As the rate dropped back            
down into 2.5% range, money poured back into equities and silver           
returned back to its normal range.  

Going forward, interest rates are forecasted to continue        
increasing, so as that happens we expect to see more selloffs,           
and a continued flight to safety with gold and silver. Experts have            
estimated that close to 15% of the S&P 500 companies won’t be            
able to refinance their debts with interest rates above 3%. These           
companies are heavily indebted, using cheap interest rates to         
leverage their growth. As rates climb steadily higher, the cost to           
refinance at 3% or higher simply isn’t affordable. Should this          
occur, we could see a wave of bankruptcy filings hit the market,            
as companies can’t secure new financing at current market rates.          
Should something like this occur, the panic selling would send a           
lot of money into the gold and silver markets.  
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For those of you who don’t own any silver, times like this are the              
perfect time to buy. Prices are low, demand is low, and the            
equities markets are giving multiple warning signs that things may          
get a little rough going forward. It would be wise to establish your             
position in silver before it becomes a popular investment again.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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